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THE INTERACTION OF AN ACOUSTIC WAVE AND AN ELASTIC SPHERICAL
SHELL*

BT

P. MANN-NACHBAR
Missile Systems Division, Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

Abstract. The effect of the impact of a plane pressure wave on an elastic spherical
shell is considered, taking into account both the incident and diffracted waves. An
infinite series (mode) solution is used and numerical results are obtained for the case
of a steel shell in water. It is shown that a simple quasi-static system can be used to
find a very good approximation for the stress. The total acceleration on initial impact
is found exactly and seen to differ markedly from the accelerations associated with the
lower vibrational modes.

1. Introduction. This problem was suggested by G. F. Carrier in consequence of
work previously done by him on a related problem [l]1 (see also [2]).

An attempt had been made to determine the response of a cylindrical shell to an
acoustic wave. The form of the functions dealt with in the analysis made it difficult
to obtain accurate explicit results. If the obstacle is taken to be spherical in shape, we
still have a practical though highly simplified model of an actual physical structure;
moreover, the problem becomes mathematically simpler, admitting of exact solutions
for the deformation and accompanying strains in the elastic body. It was therefore
decided to treat the case of the sphere in detail.

2. Forced vibrations of a thin spherical shell. Consider a closed shell of thickness
h with h R where R is the radius of the middle surface. The motion of any closed
oval2 shell, in particular a spherical shell is, by a theorem of Jellett [3], primarily ex-
tensional. Therefore, the general membrane theory of shells is applicable. If we locate
the origin of our coordinate system at the center of the shell and choose as the z-axis
the direction of propagation of the incoming wave, then we have the additional simplifi-
cation of symmetrical loading (see Fig. 1A).

The equations of dynamic equilibrium for an element of shell may, therefore, be
written [4],

■—i (Ne sin 0) — Nt cos 6 — ph R sin 0 = 0, (2.1)
ou ot

N, + N*-(s- ph ̂ R = 0. (2.2)

Here N+ and Ne are the normal forces/unit length acting on the sides of the element
(see Fig. IB), s is the external load (radial in direction), p is the shell density, and v
and w are the tangential and radial components of the displacement.

N+ and Ne can be eliminated from the Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) by the use of Hooke's
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the problem.
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law and the expressions for the strains in spherical coordinates. The resulting equations
can be further simplified by the introduction of the dimensionless variables (E is Young's
modulus),

w* = w/R; v* = v/R; r2 = f/tl = Et2/(R2P); s* ■ s/s„ = Rs/(Eh).

After some manipulation, we obtain for the equations of motion the following relations
in w* and v* only (e is the Poissori's ratio).

M(v*) - 2(1 - „2) + (1 - „2)(1 - v) ^ + 2vv* + x(l - v)

- 2 ^ - (1 - v) + 2^* cot2 9 + (1 - ,)(cot2 e)

2(cot 6) U - (1 - y)(cot 6) + (1 + p)[(cot d) w

- v* CSC2 0 + = (1 - S) , (2.3)

L(w*) = (cot 6)(^ + + 2w* d'w* d*w*
+ ae2 + dT2 de*

. 2\ d4w* . . d2w* n. . d2w*
- (1 - V) + a - x) Trr ~ 2(1 + p)

. , ds* 2. dV d2s*= cot 0 — — (1 — v) + (1 — ,)«♦. (2.4)

3. Acoustic wave propagation. The linearized theory of wave propagation yields
the acoustic wave equation

A<t> - XV,„ = 0, (3.1)
where 4> is the velocity potential, A<j> is the Laplacian in spherical coordinates, X2 =
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R3/(fac2) — E/(pc2), and c is the acoustic speed of the fluid. The pressure perturbation
P is given by

P = ,,(r, 6, t),
(3.2)

V* = pfR*/tl = PfE/p,
where pf is the fluid density. The applied stress, s, of (2.2) must, of course, be the same
as the acoustic pressure P at the surface of the sphere. We have, in fact

s* = —P/s0 = (p*/«oto.r(l, 6, t) = (p,R/ph)<j>,T(l, 6, t)

= MM, e, r).
4. The interaction problem. We now pose the following problem. An incoming

plane wave, <t>0, obeying (3.1) impinges on an elastic spherical shell causing it to vibrate
according to (2.3) and (2.4). The vibrating body acts as a scatterer and, to a lesser
extent, as a radiator. The outgoing waves (scattered and radiated) also obeying (3.1),
in turn influence the nature of the vibrations. At the surface of the shell, the radial
velocity of the fluid, </>, r(l, 0, r) must be equal to the radial velocity of the shell, w*r(6, r).
We wish to determine the motion of the sphere and the pressure distribution associated
with the incoming and outgoing waves.

The pressure associated with the incident wave is taken to be [1]

(Qo exp [5(2 — t/X)] z < r/X
P = \ (4.1)

10 3 > r/X

so that the initial velocity potential is

(«2oX/p*5) exp [5(2 — t/X)] — (Q0\/p*S) z < r/X
4>Z= < (4.2)

10 z > r/X.
For simplicity let \p0, 4*, X, W and V be defined as:

<t>0 = (Qo/p*)io, 0 = (Qo/p*)(*o +■/-) = (Qo/v*)x,
(4.3)

w* = (Q0/p*)W, v* = (Q0/p*)V.

Then our boundary value problem is defined by the following set of equations3.

L(W) = $[x,»r(l, 6, r) cot 6 - (1 - V2)x„rr(l, 6, r)

+ X.ier(l, 0, r) + (1 — v)x.r(l, 6, r), (4.4)

M(V) = 13(1 - f2)x..r(l, 6, r), (4.5)

A* - XV.r, = 0, (4.6)
W.r(d, r) = x.r(l, d, t), [boundary condition] (4.7)

((X/5) exp [5(2 — r/X)] — X/<5 z < t/X
*0 = < (4.8)

(O z > t/X.

•The operators L and M which appear here are those given in (2.3) and (2.4).
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These equations will be more easily handled if Fourier transforms are first introduced
to eliminate the time dependence. Denote the transform of a function F by FT. Then
F and FT are related by

FT(r, e, £) = [ F(r, e, r) exp (-i£r) dr,
J- (4.9a)

Im £ = —ia, a > 0,

F(r, 6, t) = ~ f FT(r, 0, £) exp (t£t) <?£. (4.9b)
Zill J _ ,■ a + oo

Applying (4.9a) to (4.4) through (4.8) we obtain

LT(WT) = ifc[xT) cot 0 + x^(l, 6, () + (1 — v)xT + ^(1 — v)xT], (4.10)

where

lt = (cot o)(J-e - e + 2 + ̂  - e ̂  - a - w

- (1 - v)*2 + 2(1 + v)t,

MT(VT) = mi - v2)xT, , (4.11)

where

MT = -2(1 - S)? + (1 - v2)(l - v)? + 2v- *(1 - v)?
t

- 2 W + (1 ~ ")f2 + 2 cot2 6 ~ (1 ~ ")f2 cot2 e

- 2(cot e) ̂  + (i - f)i2(cot e) Jq + (1 + f)|^(cot e) - csc2 e + ^5J

Atr + X2£Vr = 0, (4.12)

iWT{0,t) = xT,(l, 9,Q, (4.13)

Va = " imm + t]= ~m exp (~*Xrf cos e)]

fit) « {$[(«A) + «]}-. (4.14)
It can be shown, using the method of separation of variables on (4.12), that <pT is

of the form

r_i[Jn+i(X{r) + CY„+j(X£r)]P„(cos 0).

Since the waves associated with \pT must be outwardly moving, take C = —i and write:

V = E AHQhtrOMPJ.cos 0), (4.15)
n — 0

where
K"0&) = - tTn+,(X{r)].
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V* may be expanded similarly
oo

Voir, B,Q = -/(£) E (2n + l)(-t)"i.(X^)P„(cos 0),
n — 0

(4.16)
CD

= X) Bn(£)jn(\tr)Pn(cos 6),
n — 0

where
in(X{r) = (x/2X|r)iJn+i(X^r).

From the work of Lamb [5], we know that the complete solutions for WT and VT may
be written:

WT(e, £) = X) Wl(£)P„(cos 0), (4.17)
n ™0

Fr(0, 0 = - E F^)Pi(cos e) = - z F^(cos 0) sin 6. (4.18)
n-0 n-0

Substituting these expressions into (4.10), (4.11) and (4.13), we get three algebraic
equations for the three unknowns WTn , VTn and A T„ , which are readily solved to give:

tttt _  (2n -f- 1)( — i) C;  .
" ~ ^«)2[(5/\) + iMCM?' + iCX2)] '

yT =  ~(2n + l)(-tT(l + v)P  -.v
" X*(t*)[(«A) + it\[CM1:" + iCX2'] ' (U)

lT J, , Cx\h?U + iCX"! l/o , .x/ *\n
A. - 2|_1 + CiKhw> + iCX2)i ?( + )( ^ ( }

where

C, = (1 - ?2)(ft2 + n) - 2 + (1 - v2)? + (1 - - 2(1 + »)£2,

C2 = mil ~ ~ (n + ») + (1 - *)].

The quantities of physical interest are the stresses, radial acceleration and the total
pressure distribution. These can now all be found, at least in principle, from (4.19),
(4.20), (4.21) and the inversion formula (4.9b).

5. Numerical results for the shell. For each vibrational mode, the transforms of
the stress components will be linear combinations of WTn and VTn ; e.g. for the nth mode,
ATl will be given by

[QoR/(l - x2)/3][(l + v)TFlP„(cos 6) - VTnPln(cos 6) cot 6 - uVTn «].

The transform of the total radial acceleration, d'w/dr2, will be ~(QoR2/Eh0)^WT or,
for the ftth mode only

-(QX/Ehfl?WTnPn(cos 0).
From (4.19) and (4.20) we see that these expressions are regular in £ except for a finite
number of poles. The theorem of residues and Jordan's lemma can therefore be used to
evaluate the integral of (4.9b). The computation was carried out in detail for the three
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lowest modes, and the results are shown for the point 6 = ir in Figs. 2 and 3. N+ only
is shown in Fig. 2 since the two tangential stress components are equal for 6 = ir.

■ DYNAMIC CASE
•QUASI-STATIC CASE

ZEROTH MODE r FIRST MODE >* SECOND MODE

Fig. 2. Hoop stress at 0 = jt for the first 3 modes.

The parameters were taken as

p = 17, 5 = 0, X2 = 25/3, v = .3,

the values appropriate to a step wave of infinite length impinging on a steel shell in
water.

From Fig. 2 it becomes evident that the series representing the stresses in the shell
converge rapidly enough so that a very good approximation to the total stress may be
obtained by considering just the first few modes. Of these, the zeroth mode, which
has the steady state solution as its limiting form, is the most important. In this con-
nection it should be noted that the curves in Fig. 2, which were made for 6 = ir, show
the largest stresses which can occur in the first and second modes at any time. The
zeroth mode is, of course, 9 — independent.

The computation of the acceleration is not so simple. A picture of the total accelera-
tion cannot be gained by looking at the lower modes. In fact, it would seem from Fig.
3 that a few terms of the series X^-o d2w„/dr2 Pn (cos 0) will not approximate with
acceptable accuracy the total acceleration for all t and 0. The rate of change of radial
acceleration is very great at r/X = — 1, 0 = ir; probably the total radial acceleration
will be discontinuous at r/X = — 1, 0 = ir. That this is actually so can be seen by re-
calling that the incoming wave reaches the point (1, 0) on the sphere at time r/X = cos 0.
In particular, the point of initial impact, 0 = ir, is reached at r/X = — 1. This means
that the pressure and, therefore, the radial acceleration as well are discontinuous and
that the series representing them do not converge uniformly for r/X = cos 6. The solutions
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- DYNAMIC CASE
•QUASI-STATIC CASE

ZEROTH MODE FIRST MODE SECOND MODE
Fig. 3. Radial acceleration at 6 = ir for the first 3 modes.

for these points must be found in closed form, i.e. when the transform, fWT (4.17), is
inverted, the order of summation and integration cannot be interchanged. This difficulty,
associated with the use of the series expansion as a method of solution, will be encount-
ered again in Sec. 6 when the resultant pressure distribution is discussed. By anticipating
the results of that section, we can find the initial value of d2w/dr2 at 6 = ir.

Equation (2.2) gives, for r/X = — 1

, d2w _ Eh d2w
~ p' ~df ~ R*
-4s —4Eh d2w
Q0 QoR2 dr2

Taking

s = — 2Q0[(6.6), 6 = ir]

we have

— 4Eh d2w
QoR2 dr2 ~ *•

Thus, while we can obtain a very good approximation to the stresses by considering
only the first few modes or even the lowest mode by itself, the same is definitely not
true of the acceleration. The actual initial acceleration is about 40 times as great as the
maximum acceleration in the zeroth mode. The agreement obtained by considering the
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first and second modes along with the zeroth is not appreciably better; the results still
differ by more than a factor of 6.

Quasi-Static Case. It is of interest to compare the hoop stresses for the zeroth mode
with those for the quasi-static case; i.e. for the case in which both scattering and the
inertia forces due to deformation are neglected.

Since the effects of only the incident wave are considered, the pressure at time /
is given by

pressure f
\q0

Q02irR(tc + R) Q0[(r/\) + 1] 1 ^ ^ \
4^ = 2 -1 - T/X - 1

1 < r/X.

The stresses are given by

N, = Nt =

j-RQ0[(r

RQ0

A) + l]
4 -1 < t/X < X

,/2 1 < t/X.

—2NJ{RQ0) appears as the dotted line in Fig. 2, where it can be seen that the very
simple quasi-static case approximates the more exact dynamic case very closely. The
stress developments, while slightly out of phase, are essentially parallel with a difference
in maxima of only 10 per cent.

For — 1 < r/X < 1, there will be an unbalanced force, due to the incident wave,
acting on the sphere. This will result in a rigid-body acceleration in the z direction.
The magnitude of the force is

Q0iri?2[l - (r/X)2]

therefore

4irR2hp P~2 = Q0tR2[1 - (r/X)2]
OT

or

4Eh d2z
QoR dr = [1 - (r/X)2].

This has been plotted for purposes of comparison in Fig. 3.
The formal resemblance is greatest for the first mode. The maximum acceleration

in the zeroth mode is only one fifth the rigid-body acceleration. For higher modes, the
maxima move closer to the rigid-body value of 1. By referring to the previous section,
however, we see that the maximum total acceleration associated with deformation is
8 times that of the rigid body.

6. Resultant pressure distribution. From (3.2), (4.1), (4.3), (4.15), and (4.21)
and (4.9b) the total pressure is known to be
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PTot.i = Pi (incident) + P„ = —p*<t>,T = —QoX.r ,

= Qo ~ ( exp (i£r)^r£ d£,
J — i a — a>

-*•+% a; «■» s ("ng+i)«"»«['
, CMl"' + iW"L f flWt ,fin

+ c.Afti*" + iCX2) ' n( } ( }

Unfortunately, the order of summation and integration in (6.1) cannot be inter-
changed for all 0, t and r; the total pressure cannot be approximated by the sum of the
first n vibrational modes. This can be seen for the specific case r = 1, r = — X, 8 = r
as follows. At the moment of initial impact, r = —X, we have for each mode and for all
8, Ne = N, = d\/dr2 = d2w„/dr2 = 0. The equations of equilibrium, (2.1) and (2.2),
require that the pressure at the surface of the sphere must likewise vanish for each
mode at t = —X, so that the total pressure would be zero for all 8. We should expect,
however, from what is known of the theory of scattering of plane waves, that the pressure
Q0 would be doubled and not reduced to zero.

\pT must be found in closed form if PTot«i is to be evaluated. It has not proved feasible
to carry out the summation for all 6, r and r. However, it was noted that the expansions
for Vo and \pT are very similar for r = 1, and £ very large or [(t/X) — cos 8] very small.
This fact can be used to obtain the pressure at the surface of the sphere for r/X ~ cos 8.

By referring to the expression for ^o(4.16), it is seen that if we set X£ = f, the pressure
associated with the incident wave may be written

Pi = Qo = - ~ f'°X+" 6XP ?T/X) Ei„(fr)P„(cos 8)(2n + 1)(-i)" df.
J — $ otX — oo $ n-0

For f >»> /3 and r — 1| Pii> (see 6.1), becomes, to first order

P i = Qo r'aX+° exp (iftA) £
2ir J — a X — f n—0

• sin ^ - W2) - T/2I (2n 4- 1)(—i)nP„(cos 8) d!f (6.2)

and P[ reduces to

p _ _ Qoi I" 'aX+c° exp (ifr/X)
2jT «/ —totX —co f n-0

cos [f — (nx/2) — tt/2]f (2» + l)(-i)nP„(cos 0) df. (6.3)

Equations (6.3) and (4.14) tell us that

f exp (—if cos 0) —► XI cos [f — (™r/2) — ir/2](2n + 1)(—i)"P„(cos 8)
f-»oo n-0
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so that to first order:

q .-,cx+°, {if[(r/x) - cos 0]} ... ,0,
Pu = f2 / '   exp [t(ir/2) cos 0] df,

= Q0 exp [i(ir/2)(cos 6 + 1)] for 0 < [(r/X) — cos 0] « .05,

= 0 for [(t/X) — cos 0] < 0.

Higher order terms may be obtained in the same way. To second order:

P" = £ / T" CXP hr[(r/Xr) ~ C°S fl]} {exp [i(r/2) cos 0] +

(6.4)

+ i exp (i(x/2) cos 0)] — — exp [iU/2) cos 0]} df,

= Qofexp \i(v/2) cos 0 + "r/2] — [(t/X) — cos 0][1 + /3][1 (6.5)

+ exp 2) cos 0 + tV/2)] + tt/2[(t/X) — cos 0][exp 2) cos 0)](

for 0 < [(t/X) — cos 0] « .05,

= 0 for [(t/X) — cos 0] < 0.

Additional terms will be of little value since the representation is valid only for
f }>> jS, [(t/X) — cos 0] « .05. The terms found so far, however, are sufficient to tell us
some things of importance.

The incoming wave will reach the point (1, 0) on the sphere at time t/X = cos 0.
The pressure on impact for each 0 is given by4

PTotal = Pi + RePn = Qo + Qo cos [(*-/2)(cos 0 -f- l)]. (6.6)

At 0 = x, the outermost point of the sphere, the first effect is that of a plane wave
hitting a rigid wall and we have

P11 = P\ ) PTotal = 2Q0 .

At 0 = tt/2, the wave just grazes the sphere and therefore

Pji = 0; Ptoiai — Qo •

As 0 varies from ir to *■/2, the initial pressure varies continuously from 2Q0 to Q0 .
If the sphere were rigid, the steady-state pressure distribution would be given by

PTotal = PI 0 < 0 < ir.

The results of Sec. 5 indicate that we will have asymptotic values RQ0/2 for the
stresses and zero for the radial acceleration, which also correspond to a uniform pressure
of Qo = P, .

4The elastic waves in the shell will travel more rapidly than the acoustic wave and will result in a
pressure, P ^ 0, at (1, 6) before the time t/X = cos 6, 6 ir. However, this effect is negligibly small
compared with the one we are considering.
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At present, this is about all that can be said on the subject of the pressure distri-
bution. While the series method is very convenient for finding the stresses and may be
adapted to give results for the radial acceleration, it does not lend itself to an analysis
of the pressure distribution. It would seem that, for this aspect of the problem, another
approach is called for.

7. Remarks. In a paper which appeared after this work was completed, J. H. Huth
and J. D. Cole [6] consider the related problem of the effect of a shock wave on an air-
borne elastic spherical shell.

This problem is more difficult than the one treated here, and the authors have
introduced the simplifying assumption that the effect of the diffracted wave on the
shell may be neglected, or, in other words, that the effect on the applied pressure of
both the motion of the sphere and the sphere itself may be neglected.

The stresses, but not the radial acceleration, are computed. The problem of finding
the resultant pressure distribution does not, of course, arise.

It would be of interest to compare their results for the limiting case of a very weak
shock (i.e. speed of shock wave —» speed of sound) with the stresses that would be
obtained here by using for /9 and X (see Sec. 3) the values appropriate to a steel shell in
air. Such computations are now under way.
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